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the application has the following main features: create a model, analyze the behavior of the model (e.g. plot deflections and stresses) and export the results in standard formats. in addition, the application features
realistic vibration behavior. the software includes support for various types of geometry such as plates, beams, frames, and columns, in which each element is assigned a unique material property (e. young's

modulus, poisson ratio, shear modulus, bending stiffness) and material material is assigned to a specific element type. the material type of an element can be chosen as one of the following: cement concrete, steel,
precast concrete, reinforcement, and abrasion resistant concrete. this model includes various polygonal elements, such as plates, frames, beams, columns, and others. the user can create multiple parts of a model

and assign a different material to each of the elements of the model. the results can be plotted in one of the following two ways: as a color chart or as a table with tables with a numerical value for each plot. the user
can choose whether to show the numerical value of the plotted plot or only a numeric value. in tekla structures 2019, weve revised and updated our fem (finite element method) model interface to provide more
accurate results, even with complex object geometries, to speed up your projects. weve also improved the visual feedback of the analysis results to provide better and more intuitive navigation. the new precast

milling extension enables you to mill the faces of precast elements in the tekla model using simple, intuitive, and accurate tools. with precast milling, you can also modify the concrete surfaces of precast elements as
many times as you want. when the shapes of precast elements are closed, it is difficult to create gaps. but with the new milling tool, you can easily form gaps, even on curved surfaces. this significantly shortens the

time required to prepare precast elements, and significantly speeds up the manufacturing process.
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locate symbol in an imported shape within a model with the tekla structures uml2 import extension. the tekla uml2 import extension can import shape, check and label symbols, and fix mistakes within imported
shapes. you must have the tekla structures software installed. tekla builder extensions allows you to add functionality to your building models through extensions. you can extend tekla builder by extending your own

programs. files can be installed for elements, assemblies, and macros, and can be controlled using command-line arguments or external programs. all elements of a project are automatically generated when you
create a new project. generate a fast look-up table for building plans and the like using no one, more libraries and out-of-the-box features. designed by tekla experts for fast working, tekla hub helps save time by

providing the right answers at the right time. the tekla structures web server is the web gateway for projects in tekla structures 2019. use it to document and share project information with colleagues using a
standard web browser. the default web server configuration is designed to work with a web server such as iis. the tekla structures 2019 web server also can be run with apache, lighttpd, and ngnix. maintain the work
progress and budget information for your project. at any time, youll know the exact and current status of the project, including how much has been spent to date and how much is still left. increase your productivity
by modeling digital building drawings and working with them in a1. tekla structures new a1 workbook app lets you access, annotate, manage, and display your models when you need them using your ipad, android,

or pc. 5ec8ef588b
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